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I am not really a prude but the character has matured a 180 since the start of the series. The overt over-sexuality is a huge disappointment. I was quite interested in a version that still gets the action however not so much. Screw everybody else to produce yourself. First look at me. I sold this book as a Mila Min the army. His perspective is unique. What advice do you have for the writing process? I am not really a prude but the character has matured a 180 since the start of the series. The overt over-sexuality is a huge disappointment. I was quite interested in a version that still gets the action however not so much. Screw everybody else to produce yourself. First look at me. I sold this book as a Mila Min the army. His perspective is unique. What advice do you have for the writing process?

Elizabethan English is way diverse from modern English. Could you have a plan to learn that Norman languages? There is not to see that far back, just read a few lines. Christie novel, specially the old one in the 30's and you will truly have a plethora of expression and words that is different meaning today. It's an i

Have you ever experienced bad dreams as a result of being reminded of a certain case or criminal? I was wondering what does your schedule look like for books in the future? I hope the final. All Fawkes book is in that schedule. I can’t wait to read the books in the ten of sisterhood books. He is a master at his craft.

Please tell me there will be a sequel to The Night Stalker? O! There are four writers that I reread and reread because their use of language sparks for me in a special way. Those four are yourself, Patrick O'Brian, Terry Pratchett, and Vladimir Nabokov. In general would you say that your sentences just flow while you are engaged, or do you spend a lot of time reworking your sentences to strike the exact note? LOL probably a question with no answer.

I just finished reading High Stakes. I can’t wait to read the books in the ten of sisterhood books. He is a master at his craft.

I have a slight question, from the synopsis and the reviews, it sounds like there is no love triangle. I am now looking to venture into something new. Particularly because I am a huge fan of your books and I’m not sure about it. Thanks.

Please tell me there will be a sequel to The Night Stalker?
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Hi Tina. I just finished Code Black, and I loved it. Back to Top

What was the name of the ASG (Averagely Scary Ghost) Tom met?

Dear this book inspire the movie "She Creature"?

What was the name of the ASG (Averagely Scary Ghost) Tom met?
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